
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Welcome to Specialist Wednesday!  

 

This week the theme for Music is 

 Learning about music and instruments from China! 

 

 

Scroll down and find out what your year level is learning. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Learning Task 

Click on the link and watch the following video to find out what we are doing this week: 

https://youtu.be/kWoHqaNB-uM  

This week we will be starting by looking at instruments that are traditional Chinese instruments. These include the 

Pipa, Dizi and Erhu. Each of these instruments are played in different ways and sound very different from each other. 

Click on the links to hear what they sound like! 

Pipa: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ksiM1wRcutQ  

Dizi: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BGYgz_cMCYE 

Erhu: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AVXejOoPECA 

 

     
For your learning task this week you are going to create your own instrument. You can create a plan before starting 

or just experiment to create your instrument. To create your instrument you are going to use materials from around 

the house such as toilet paper rolls, empty tissue boxes, bottle lids, rubber bands, cardboard etc. Remember if you 

need to use scissors or glue to ask an adult for help! If you would like some ideas click on the link to see how you 

could make 5 different instruments at home! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yrCEqdMfbno  

 

Strategy for Success – Test your instrument as you’re making it, record yourself playing your instrument and reflect:  

Does your instrument make sound? How does it make sound? Does it make high AND low sounds or just high 

sounds? Does your instrument just make low sounds? 

There is no need to upload for music this week but if you want to share your creation with me feel free to upload 
your learning to seesaw through the Music seesaw page or through teams. 

https://youtu.be/kWoHqaNB-uM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ksiM1wRcutQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BGYgz_cMCYE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AVXejOoPECA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yrCEqdMfbno


 
 

Learning Task 
Click on the link and watch the following video to find out what we are doing this week: 
https://youtu.be/jN2wsB88DFw  

 
For the last specialist Wednesday of this term we are going to get creative! The theme this week is Chinese 
instruments and composers. First we are going to have a look at some of the traditional Chinese instruments that are 
still played today. These include the Guzheng, Ehru, Dizi and Hulusi. Let’s have a listen to them by clicking the links 
below. 
Guzheng: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=62Y7BXIuX6Y  
Ehru: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AVXejOoPECA 
Dizi: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BGYgz_cMCYE  
Hulusi: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rYYQ52KnAUs 
 
In the video we talked about how music is a way that we can 
communicate feelings and ideas to others. What feelings and ideas did these performances in the links above 
convey? 
 
Following on from our Chinese instruments it is now time for you to get creative. For your learning task I want you to 
create an instrument of your own. First plan what your instrument will look like and how it will make sound. Secondly 
try and find some materials around the house that will help you to make your instrument. This can be things such as 
toilet paper rolls, rubber bands, cardboard, buckets, tissue boxes etc. Once you have created your instrument try and 
play it. Does it make a sound? If so I want you to think of a feeling, any feeling. Once you have your feeling in mind I 
want you to play your instrument with that feeling in mind. Can you communicate that feeling to the audience using 
music? 

 

 
Strategy for Success – Record your performance and reflect:   

What feeling were you trying to convey? Could you hear that feeling in your music? How did you convey that 
feeling through your music?  

Please upload your learning to seesaw using the codes below. Remember to log out of your class seesaw first. 

1A and 1B   1C, 1D and 1E  

https://youtu.be/jN2wsB88DFw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=62Y7BXIuX6Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AVXejOoPECA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BGYgz_cMCYE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rYYQ52KnAUs


 
  

Learning Task 
Click on the link and watch the video to find out what we are doing this week: https://youtu.be/eGxT8_uGvUg  
 
This week we are starting with a game of ‘guess the instrument’ to warm up our ears! Click on the link and watch the 
video. How many instruments can you guess correctly? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tb0gHAzpQPE   
 

▪ Did some instruments sound the same as each other?  
▪ Were some instruments louder or softer than others?  
▪ Do you play some instruments the same way? For example, blowing into 

them.  
▪ Could you use each of the elements of music when playing these 

instruments? 
 

 
To go with our theme of Chinese music this week we will be looking at some traditional Chinese instruments. These 
instruments include the Guzheng, Ehru, Dizi and Hulusi. If you wish to have a listen to them click on the links below. 
Guzheng: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=62Y7BXIuX6Y  
Ehru: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AVXejOoPECA 
Dizi: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BGYgz_cMCYE  
Hulusi: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rYYQ52KnAUs 
 
 

 
 
 
Your learning task for this week is to create an instrument of your own. You can use the instruments above as 
inspiration on how you want your instrument to sound. Once you have created your instrument compose a song 
with a form and record yourself. I talked about the resources you can use in the first video however, if you do not 
have these resources you can do some research into the history of the instruments above. 
 
Strategy for Success – Test your instrument as you make it and reflect:   
Does your instrument make sound? Does your instrument make the sound you were hoping for? Does your song 

have a form? What form did you use in your song? 
 

There is no need to upload for music this week but we will discuss your learning in future. 

https://youtu.be/eGxT8_uGvUg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tb0gHAzpQPE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=62Y7BXIuX6Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AVXejOoPECA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BGYgz_cMCYE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rYYQ52KnAUs


 
 

Learning Task: Please Upload to seesaw this week using the QR codes at the end of the learning task 
 

Click on the link and watch the following video to find out what we are learning about this week: https://youtu.be/AA-
ZI6JUz_Q  
This week we will be starting with a look at some traditional Chinese instruments. These instruments are called 
Guzheng, Ehru, Dizi and Hulusi. Let's have a listen to these instruments and see how they are played. 
Guzheng: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=62Y7BXIuX6Y  
Ehru: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AVXejOoPECA 
Dizi: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BGYgz_cMCYE  
Hulusi: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rYYQ52KnAUs 
In the video we talked about tonality, timbre and texture. Can you hear the different tonality, texture and timbre of 
each of these instruments? What are the features of these instruments? 

 
▪ Did all of the instruments make sound the same way? 
▪ Were all the instruments played the same way?  
▪ Did any of the instruments sound the same as each other? 
▪ Do you think these instruments could use the elements of music? 

  
For your learning task I want you to create an instrument of your own. First plan what your instrument will look like 
and how it will make sound. Secondly try and find some materials around the house that will help you to make your 
instrument. This can be things such as rubber bands, cardboard, buckets etc. Once you have created your instrument 
try and play it. Does it make a sound? Does it have different pitches or just one pitch? Can you create a song with your 
instrument and include as many of the musical elements as possible?  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Strategy for Success – Test your instrument at different stages of completion, record yourself playing (please upload 
this video to seesaw as well) and reflect:   
 
How will your instrument make sound? What will your instrument be made out of? How will you play your instrument? Will 

your instrument create different pitches or just one pitch? Can you vary the dynamics/volume of your instrument? What kind 
of timbre and tonality does your instrument have? 

 
There is no need to upload your learning this week but we will discuss your learning in the future. 

https://youtu.be/AA-ZI6JUz_Q
https://youtu.be/AA-ZI6JUz_Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=62Y7BXIuX6Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AVXejOoPECA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BGYgz_cMCYE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rYYQ52KnAUs


 
 

Learning Task 
Click the link and watch the following video to find out what we are doing this week: https://youtu.be/naPSkt0S_c4  
 

▪ What does tonality mean in music? 
▪ What does timbre mean in music?  
▪ What does texture mean in music? 
▪ How could these be used in music? Write down your thinking.  

  

 
 

 
Now it’s time for you to listen to some Chinese instruments and explain how they could use tonality, timbre and 
texture. What are the differences between the instruments in terms of tonality, timbre and texture? Write down 
your thinking. 
Guzheng: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=62Y7BXIuX6Y  
Erhu: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AVXejOoPECA  
Dizi: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BGYgz_cMCYE  
Hulusi: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rYYQ52KnAUs  
  
 

 
 
  
 
Strategy for Success – Research how the instruments are played and reflect:   

How could these instruments create a unique timbre, texture or tonality? Are the instruments all played in the 
same way? What features do these instruments have?  

 
There is no need to upload for music this week but we will discuss your learning in future. 
 

https://youtu.be/naPSkt0S_c4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=62Y7BXIuX6Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AVXejOoPECA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BGYgz_cMCYE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rYYQ52KnAUs


 
 

Learning Task 
 
Click on the link and watch the video to find out what we are doing this week: https://youtu.be/lxjsrVMRxCA 
 

● What are some features of the Classical period?  
● What are some features of the Romantic period?  
● What are some features of the Modern period?   

 
 
 
 
Now it’s time for you to start researching some composers in China from either the Classical, Romantic or Modern 
period of music. Choose 1 composer from 1 of these musical periods and research the features they used in their 
music and the achievements they made in their lifetime. I have listed some suggestions for you below so please feel 
free to choose one from here if you can’t find any on your own. 

- Chen Gang (Modern period) 
- Huang Zhun (Modern period) 
- Chou Wen-Chung (Classical period Composer) 
- Xiao Youmei (Romantic period Composer) 

 

 
 
  

Strategy for Success – Research the features of the classical, romantic or modern period of music more 
thoroughly to assist with your research on your composer:   

 
What features of their musical period did your chosen composer use? Did your composer play any instruments? 

What were some famous pieces your composer created? 
 

There is no need to upload for music this week but we will discuss your learning in future. 
 

https://youtu.be/lxjsrVMRxCA


 
 

Learning Task 
 
Click on the link and watch the video to find out what we are doing this week: https://youtu.be/6IAGITAWEFA 
  
Composer: 

● When was your composer born? 
● What was the musical period that your composer was from? Classical, Romantic, 

Modern etc.  
● What kind of pieces did your composer create? What were some of the features of 

these pieces? 
Instrument: 

● When was your instrument invented? 
● Who invented your instrument? 
● What are some of the features of your chosen instrument? 
● What are some famous pieces written for your instrument?  

 
  

 

Now it’s time for you to begin researching your chosen composer of Chinese origin or your chosen instrument of 
Chinese origin. Look at the questions above as a jumping off point for your research. For an added challenge can you 
find your composers most famous pieces and analyse them? What instruments were they written for? Did they use 
the elements of music? If they used the elements of music, which ones did they use and how did they use them? 
 

 
  

Strategy for Success – Find a piece by your composer or a piece written or your instrument, analyse it and reflect:   
 

Do we still hear this instrument in music today? How long were the composer’s pieces? What instruments 
typically accompany your instrument? Does your instrument use the elements of music? 

 
There is no need to upload for music this week but we will discuss your learning in future. 

https://youtu.be/6IAGITAWEFA

